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Just like scent, he seeps in everywhere. Is he  
a perfumer? An artist? A researcher? The gifted  
iconoclast, who navigates between his labs in  
New York, Berlin and Tokyo, prefers to call himself  
a creator-inventor. An engineer in chemistry  
who segued from functional perfumery to fine  
fragrance, Christophe Laudamiel is a passionate 
explorer of the olfactory universe and all its  
possibilities. Interview.
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He is the only perfumer to have co- au-
thored global blockbusters (Fierce for 
Abercrombie & Fitch, Polo Blue for 
Ralph Lauren…) and shown his Air 
Sculptures at Art Miami and the Cooper 
Hewitt Museum in New York. To have 
scented Lenor fabric softeners and to 
be represented by contemporary art 
galleries. To share his knowledge of 
perfumery in lectures at Harvard and 
on his Instagram account,  an outstand-
ing pedagogue he is. To have launched 
his own brand, The Zoo, with the 
rousing manifesto “Liberté, Égalité, 
Fragrancité”, while also co-authoring 
an article for the prestigious scientific 
journal Nature… 


The man is gifted indeed. After winning 
the French Chemistry Olympiads at the 
age of 17 and graduating as co-valedic-
torian of the European Higher Institute 
of Chemistry in Strasbourg in 1991, the 
native of Clermont-Ferrand (France) 
went from Harvard to Procter & Gamble, 
which promoted him to senior perfumer 
barely three years after he had completed 
training at the company’s in-house 
school. In 2000, he swapped functional 
perfumery for fine fragrance and was 
hired by IFF in New York, before going 
independent in 2008. A dizzying career 
path for an award-winning creator – five 
FiFis, three Art and Olfaction Awards – 
who is busy inventing the perfumery of 
tomorrow. Conversation with a maverick.


Over the course of your career, 
you’ve gone from the chemistry lab 
to the art gallery. What made you 
choose perfumery in the first place?
As a last internship after teaching chem-
istry at Harvard, I ended up at Procter 
& Gamble, in Cincinnati, working on 
flavour applications to cover the bitter-
ness of cough syrups and toothpastes. 
The flavourists suggested going for 
interviews with perfumers, so I’d get to 
do other things than strawberry, cherry 
or mint. I was offered two positions, in 
England or Japan. I chose England.


So, you started out in functional 
fragrances?
Exactly. And hard-core. During the three 
years at Procter’s school, I was part of 
the department in charge of Ariel (the 
EU’s equivalent of Tide), Lenor (the EU’s 
equivalent of Downy) and Mr. Clean. 
Three months later, I went from junior 
perfumer to perfumer. After three years, 
I was promoted to senior perfumer.


What was the first fragrance  
you did?
Lenor Cherry Blossom. Later, they 
reused the same fragrance under a new 
variant name of Lenor called Sahara!


What did your work in functional 
perfumery teach you?
One: to assess ingredients for their smell, 
for what I can do with them, rather than 
for their history over the past 3,000 
years. Two: performance. When you 
wash three times and rinse laundry in a 
European washing machine, the scent 
must stay on your clothes! No mess-
ing around allowed in the perfume! At 
Procter, I oversaw Lenor for Europe, 
as well as all the dishwashing liquids. 
They’re the opposite of detergents, 
since the scent must NOT stay on the 
dishes and it’s got to ‘bloom’ from water. 
That’s also something I learned about: 


‘blooming’ [the capacity for a fragrance to 
diffuse in the air, for instance when it comes 
into contact with water]. So, I used a lot 
of ‘technical’ materials. When I started 
working in fine fragrance for IFF in 2000, 
I made powerhouse perfumes with those 
materials. I always said: “You’ve got 
to put a tiger in your motor”, after the 
famous car ad. I introduced ingredients 
other people didn’t know about. I put in 
a tonne of them! I’ve always kept that. 
You choose an ingredient for its smell 
and its volume, voilà.


Did you enjoy the work at P&G?
Yes, and straightaway, I had visions for 
the future of perfumery. For example, 
I knew that we had to introduce new 
fragrance families, drawn from fine 
fragrances, into detergents. And that 
we absolutely needed to play fragrances 
in the air. At the time, Procter didn’t 
do home fragrances. We built that 
department from scratch with a team 
of researchers. That’s when I realised 
that in home fragrance, you could play 
with gorgeous materials, even more than 
on skin!


How did you shift to fine 
fragrance?
I saw that if I stayed with Procter, I’d 
never get to do it… You don’t teach Nike 
to become Hermès! Twice, I’d taken 


holidays to France, saying I was going 
to see my parents when I was actually 
going to see Pierre Bourdon [at Fragrance 
Resources], my great mentor, later along 
with Carlos Benaïm, Sophia Grosjman 
and Pierre Wargnye, when I joined IFF 
in New York City.


You’d only been at IFF for two years 
when you co-authored bestsellers 
like Fierce for Abercrombie & Fitch 
and Polo Blue for Ralph Lauren, 
both in 2002. How do you explain  
their success?
Polo Blue is still in the top ten in America! 
Why? I have my theory. First, it doesn’t 
smell old. I hate typical barbershop 
fougères. They smell good, but they 
bore me to death! They smell like 
sugar daddies to me (and no I do not 
have one). Polo Blue’s freshness is still 
modern. For me, that’s also because of 
what’s not in it: When we tried to put 
coumarin or damascones in the formula, 
we went back to old structures… Fierce 
doesn’t smell of the barbershop either. 
Otherwise, it would never have been that 
successful.


With the limited-edition coffret 
inspired by Patrick Süskind’s  
novel Perfume, commercialised  
by Mugler, you started taking  
a parallel path…
I must have read the book in the late 
1990s. In 2000, I embarked on the 
project, just for myself, this was not a 
brief. At the time, I was already think-
ing of showing things to the public with-
out being asked, “What’s that? What 


for? How much does it cost?” When 
Christoph [Hornetz, the coffret’s co-au-
thor] joined the project during his first 
internship at IFF, we discussed which 
technology we’d use. In 2004-2005, we 
learned that they were going to make a 
movie. Christoph phoned the produc-
tion company and I spoke to IFF, which 
went to see a few clients. As soon as 
we approached Vera Strubi at Mugler, 
she decided to launch everything we’d 
prepared, almost as is. As the project of 
two artists: Christophe and Christoph.


Was that when you realised  
you could be an artist?
Good question… I think you’re right. 
At the same time, with Christoph, we 
staged an entire installation at IFF in 
2004: We’d combined clips from movies 


– Chocolat, Shrek, The Matrix… – and for 
each, we diffused scents in the air, to 
show how we could enter the film world. 
I’d like to create the Pixar of perfumery! 
But people don’t get it. No one wants to 
invest in the Pixar of perfumery, that’s 
my problem.


Were you still with IFF when you 
started exhibiting in an art gallery?
No. But I’d already collaborated with 
artists, namely Peter de Cupere and 
Orlan [in 2007], for whom I made Sainte 
Orlan, Orlan Corps and Le Baiser de l’ar-
tiste, which is a blend of the first two.


Why did you leave IFF in 2008?
I wasn’t angry at all. I had faithful clients, 
I could have gone on, but I wanted 
to work on innovation, sustainable  


“Playing perfumes with movies, 
doing perfume shows just like 
you do fashion shows, none of 
this exists yet.”
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development, high tech. At the time, 
I was part of an external team that 
was doing an artistic project with the 
Guggenheim Museum [Green Aria, an 
opera for which he composed 33 purely 
olfactory characters, diffused in the air 
with a perfume organ]. It was getting so 
big I thought I could make a living from 
other projects developed in the same way. 
That was during the economic crisis of 
2008, people thought I’d gone crazy…


When did you start showing  
in galleries?
When I left IFF, I was looking for a cool 
place in New York for my first independ-
ent lab, and I found it in the same street 
as the Pace and Marlborough galler-
ies. Gagosian was right behind. When 
you’re in that environment, you can’t 
stay innocent. So, one day, we walked 
into the gallery across the street, Dillon 


– we weren’t going to go see Gagosian! 
Valerie, the gallery owner, was brilliant. 
She loved doing new things. She under-
stood straightaway. I started creating 
scent sculptures for the show of the 
month, echoing the pieces that were 
exhibited. Mind you, mine were shown 
as artworks too, with their price, and all. 
That lasted for about a year. And one 
day, she told me: “Christophe, you know 
what? I want you to do a solo show. Even 
if we don’t sell anything.” So, in January-
February 2012, I had my first solo show. 
We must’ve sold one piece!


What did you show?
There was nothing to see, there were 
only smells. Maybe it was a bit compli-


cated. I should have been more visual. 
But then, in 2012, out of the blue, the 
senior curators of Art Miami chose three 
Air Sculpture (trademarked) installations 
to exhibit in the public areas, including 
Volatile Marilyn and Fear.


You say you left IFF to develop  
new technologies. What was  
that about?
Putting perfumes in the air! In the air, 
you enter the castle, you enter the abyss. 
It’s incredible! Playing perfumes with 
movies, doing perfume shows just like 
you do fashion shows, none of this exists 
yet. We need to invent optimum diffu-
sion technologies! Whether in science 
or in art, I’m a creator-inventor. My 
medium is molecules – natural or not 


– just like photons are the medium of 
the visual artist or vibrations are the 
medium of the musician. But I don’t 
like the word “artist” because of what 
it implies.


Why don’t you want to call  
yourself an artist?
Because in perfumery, we suffer from a 
lack of credibility, because of the way the 
industry has been working for the past 
century. Paul Poiret and Coco Chanel 
[the first couturiers to make fragrances] 
were actually the best and the worst 
thing to happen to perfumery: The name 
of the couturier replaced the name of the 
perfumer, and fashion brands took over 
creations. That’s great from a business 
standpoint but it blocks us. Otherwise, 
perfumery could have become the equiv-
alent of painting or music.


What’s wrong about the perfume 
industry, in your opinion?
As far as molecules are concerned, we’re 
doing fine; for naturals, we could be 
much more creative. We’re spending 
too much time looking for yet another 
patchouli heart! Very boring! We want 
more new plants. We’re working a lot 
with India, Colombia, Madagascar… As 
far as sustainable development goes, 
we’re excellent. Perfumery is the most 
sustainable industry in the world, both 
for molecules and naturals. Now we 
need the technology! In perfumery, all 
we’ve got are candles, pipets and alcohol. 
For consumers, practically nothing has 
changed since the 1300s apart from the 
Aera scent diffusers – it’s incredible! We 
have no electric guitars, no speakers, no 
laser shows, just pumps and plastic plug-
ins. Globally, we’re still in the Middle 
Ages. I’m fed-up with it! That’s what 
people need to realise. And consequently, 
I need to build my own instruments.


For instance?
A pneumatic scent organ, a flip book for 
the nose…. Recently, we’ve filed a patent 
with biologists and scientists, one from 
a faculty of medicine in New York, for 
a device – we’re told it’s the best in the 
world – that will allow you to play smells 
for yourself, in a very precise way. It can 
be used for films, virtual reality, wellness, 
yoga… It’s hygienic, like a mic, no vibra-
tions, no heat, not heavy at all; you can 
wear it on your head. We’re currently in 
talks with several companies to produce it.


You’re a creator-inventor but also 
a pedagogue via your conferences, 
for instance at the Osmothèque, 
and even on your Instagram 
account. Why do you spend so 
much time teaching?
The perfumer is the only artist in the 
world who first needs to explain their 
art to a public that is deliberately kept 
in the dark, before they can explain 
their artistic intention. In my shows, 


I spend most of my time educating… 
People say: “If it smells good, it smells 
good” – that’s so lame. If we don’t do 
the pedagogy and if we don’t invent the 
technology, we’ll stay stuck in a system 
of perfumery that’s 100 years old and not 
led by perfumers. Our media of expres-
sion are at the kindergarten level; it’s a 
no-man’s-land, especially for me, as an 
engineer in chemistry. The ultimate in 
the art of perfumery isn’t commercial 
fine fragrance – people have to get that 
out of their heads! Alcohol and skin are 
also stumbling blocks. If you want to go 
forward and if you want to express things, 
you’re quickly blocked by the people 
who call the shots in perfumery: fashion 
brands, even handbag brands and shoe 
brands! They use us like cash cows. This 
inhibits artistic expression; it filters the 
public’s perception. An artist needs high 
tech, as well as a free, educated public 


who can appreciate the approach and 
different messages. Some people tell me 
that the public doesn’t really need to be 
educated. Fuck you!


You also collaborate  
with scientists.
Recently, I was an author of several 
peer-reviewed scientific publications, 
including one in Nature* – I’ve got the 
goosebumps, I almost feel like crying 
every time I talk about it, it’s so symbolic 
for a scientist – with Noam Sobel and 
his team at the Weizmann Institute of 
Science in Israel.


What is the subject of the paper?
The determination of non-overlapping, 


‘discrete’ odorants (in the mathemati-
cal sense of the term) that will enable 
us, in the long term, to create olfactory 


‘printers’. How do you characterise 


odours? For a colour, you need a wave-
length. For a sound, a Hertz frequency. 
Whereas for one single molecule, you 
need over 4,000 parameters! The arti-
cle also explains that with 21 parameters 
you can characterise the olfactory land-
scape of a molecule. There are more than 
100 molecules in a perfume. 


Since 2019, you have also been  
the chief perfumer of the BélAir 
Lab in Tokyo. What kind of work 
do you do there?
Our lab belongs to Rohto, a very reputa-
ble pharmaceutical company. I created 
it with Akari Hoshi, an engineer from 
Sony. I don’t do fine fragrances for them. 
Our first study was carried out on profes-
sional football players: It measured, via 
chips in their shoes, whether the fact of 
breathing an olfactory composition the 
night before the match, then before the 


“You need to listen very  
precisely to what people  
want. But maybe not  
to the way they say it.”
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Christophe 
Laudamiel 
in five  
fragrances


ginger – I don’t know any other perfume 
that’s got such a dose in application. 
Even in alcohol it’s extremely rare. Fresh, 
well-preserved ginger is a very unique 
smell that consumers usually cannot 


‘see’. 


Are you still into the creation  
of ‘skin’ perfumes?
Of course. I still create for my brand, 
The Zoo, but also for Humiecki & Graef, 
which is launching four fragrances soon, 
for Strangelove NYC, for Rose 1845 or 
for Grandiflora in Australia – it’s crazy 
to see how much things are moving over 
in Australia! My Air Sculpture creations 
make up 50% of my activity. I’ve created 


game and at half-time reduced fatigue, 
improved sleep quality and boosted 
their performance. It went so well that 
the special scent is now the object of a 
clinical study. If the results are validated, 
it will be sold as over-the-counter medi-
cine. In perfumery, no one has ever dared 
to do that because the industry doesn’t 
want the FDA to poke its nose into its 


‘secret’ business and cuisine.


That too, is the future of perfumery. 
Functional, in the sense  
of ‘treatment’.
But it doesn’t smell functional – because 
it smells super good! I validated another 
composition with 30% fresh, natural 


olfactory identities for a major distrib-
utor of Mercedes-Benz in South Korea, 
the Ritz-Carlton in Washington, Canada 
Goose, Fairmont Hotels – which asked 
for a spring/summer and a fall/winter 
composition… And for the amenities of 
the Park-Hyatt Paris-Vendôme and The 
Lowell, ranked “Best Hotel NYC 2019”.


How do you go about creating  
an olfactory signature for a place?
I don’t start from ingredients or from 
a fragrance family. I need a story. The 
Mercedes distributor in South Korea 
had a story; they sent me the brand book. 
Others have no idea, and I find one. I’m 
really a chameleon and when I’m work-
ing on a project, I go at it 100%… I listen a 
lot. If you, the client, tell me, “I want rose 
with rubber and cactus” – which actually 
happened – I’ll do just that, not trying 
to stick some jasmine down your throat 
instead. You need to listen very precisely 
to what people want. But maybe not to 
the way they say it.


How do you envision your future  
in the world of perfumery?
I’d love to work part-time as a perfume 
designer for a brand, to make their 
perfumery depar tment explode. 
Brands need to have the same vision 
for perfumers as they do for fashion 
designers. Chanel, Dior, Guerlain, are 
all well and fine, but they’re not ‘explod-
ing’ perfumery, they do business. Like 
Tom Ford when he worked for Gucci, 
if I’m hired by a house, we’ll probably 
go from 1 to 10 billion, with innovation, 
that’s clear! Houses need to have that 
kind of vision. 


“It’s a fougère, but it’s not a fougère. It’s simply 
fresh and mysterious. I don’t know why; it’s 
unique. The freshness, that’s Carlos [Benaïm]. 
The client immediately liked it. Carlos knew 
I had a suede, leather, patchouli accord that was 
super-cool. Before going on holiday, he told 
me: ‘Add your little leather-patchouli accord’, 
because the brief was about leather, brown, 
the inside of a boat… ‘Blue’ only came at the 
end of the project! I took my accord and I tried 
different dosages. The best was 50% Carlos’s 
accord, 50% mine. Then we started building on 
it. Together, we found the melon, very important. 
It’s one of the two most accepted notes in the 
world, along with clementine. And we won, 
actually without winning the test!”


“I was new at IFF. Carlos Benaïm gave us a 
formula, which I slimmed down into a base: 
coumarin, lavandin, cucumber, sage. When  
you put sage in a fougère, it creates a mysterious 
effect. Sandalwood, Cashmeran and Veramoss 
(synthetic moss). One fresh note was pino 
acetaldehyde, one of my favourite notes but 
super-hard to dose – ha ha! We built on that 
base. Then we didn’t hear anything for a year. 
And suddenly: ‘You’ve won’. But what won was 
the base! My code name for it was ‘Indecent’. 
They wanted it to be sexy… They chose it by  
going outside nightclubs, with the competing 
creation, and asking boys and girls: ‘Which  
one would you use to get laid?’ That’s a pretty 
cool test!”


“This is a leather structure with no animalic notes 
and no IBQ – for me, that molecule doesn’t 
smell of leather, it’s too bitter. I initially called 
the project ‘White Porsche’ at IFF. It’s a supple 
leather with patchouli, wrapped in velvety notes 
of lily and gardenia. I used three cedarwoods, 
from Virginia, the Atlas and Alaska. I wanted  
a lounge vibe, with wood panelling. The leather 
is neither Moroccan nor Roche Bobois. And to 
show how you can perceive a scent differently 
depending on the label, I also sell the perfume  
as Scent Tattoo, a tribute to the Military Tattoo,  
a festival of military bands and sword dancing  
in Edinburgh. It suits the fragrance: You can smell 
the wool of the tartan thanks to Atlas and Alaska 
cedar, the magical atmosphere, the woodwork  
in the castle…”


“There’s a whole shiny, pollen aspect, thanks 
to tagetes, jonquil and a certified Fairwild Peru 
balsam from El Salvador. Lots of ambery notes.  
I tried a bunch of different labdanums. 
Labdanums are a nightmare, even for a senior 
perfumer, but the way you work labdanum into  
a perfume is key – for performance, for the 
scent. I love ambers, balsamic notes. Here, 
they’re bolstered by an Indian oud. Like all  
the brand’s compositions, this is offered with 
either an alcohol or an oil base. By the way,  
it’s not true that oil-based perfumes are longer 
lasting. People who say that have never done  
the experiment! If an oil lasts longer, it’s because 
of the perfume that was made for it!”


“The aldehydic note is a twenty-first century  
wink to Chanel No 5, worn by Marilyn. The air 
sculpture evokes her white dress, the imagined 
softness of her skin, her airy freshness and… 
her hidden torments. I presented it with slightly 
different formulas on different media. On KPM 
Berlin, porcelain ‘scent parabole’ dishes at the 
Mianki.Gallery, where it was part of the series 
3 Shades of White with The Last Virgin and Baby. 
More recently, in the installation Scent Fountain 
at the Cooper Hewitt Museum in New York.  
Also, in a ‘perfume chandelier’ that was first 
shown in Berlin, then in Tokyo.”


POLO BLUE
Brand Ralph Lauren


With Carlos Benaïm, Laurent 
Bruyère, Pierre Wargnye


Launch 2002


FIERCE
Brand Abercrombie & Fitch


With Carlos Benaïm,  
Bruno Jovanovic


Launch 2002


CLUB DESIGN
Brand The Zoo


Launch 2017


FALLINTO STARS
Brand Strangelove NYC


Launch 2019


VOLATILE MARILYN
Art 
debuted 
first at 


Mianki.Gallery,  
Berlin


Launch 2014


* “A measure of smell enables the creation of 
olfactory metamers”, by Aharon Ravia, Kobi Snitz, 
Danielle Honigstein, Maya Finkel, Rotem Zirler, 
Ofer Perl, Lavi Secundo, Christophe Laudamiel, 
David Harel and Noam Sobel, in Nature 588, 2020.






